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ABSTRACT

In a program information broadcasting system, it is aimed to minimize time for retrieval of program by viewers in operating an electronic program guide or time for waiting when applying for subscription. As a program information broadcasting system, program elements constituting a broadcasting program are divided into a plurality of items and are turned to data at a center, and a master data 21 of a program information to recognize the program is prepared. From the data constituting the master data, minimal necessary items for preparation of a program table are extracted, and a program basic information 22 is prepared. Said master data and said program basic information are transmitted simultaneously with the broadcasting, and said program basic information is received, reproduced and displayed before receiving of the master data at a receiving terminal unit 31 is completed. As a result, the program basic information having far less amount of data than the master data can be incorporated, and it is possible to minimize the time required for storage of the data in memory of the receiving terminal unit.

2 Claims, 10 Drawing Sheets
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a program information broadcasting system for broadcasting information of component elements to constitute a program such as category information, performer information, etc. of each of the programs to be broadcast, and further to a broadcasting device used for the above broadcasting system, and to a receiving terminal unit for receiving various types of program information thus broadcast and for displaying the information quickly and efficiently.

2. Description of the Prior Art

In recent years, with development and progress of communication technique and data processing technique, multi-media information such as audio information or video information is digitalized and offered to users. Also, with the introduction of large capacity storage medium in the market, it is now possible to provide a broadcasting system, which can send a large amount of data via broadcasting or communication facilities, and receive and accumulate the information at a terminal unit on user side so that the users can view it at any time desired.

Normally, in case a viewer receives and views a broadcasting program using a receiving terminal unit such as television receiver or radio receiver, the user is informed of program content and broadcasting schedule on program schedule in television/radio page of newspapers or magazines and decides the program to view or listen. When the user wants to subscribe a program, it is necessary to input and set broadcasting channel, scheduled broadcasting time, etc. of the program found on newspapers or magazines. In this respect, when the user does not have newspaper or magazine at hand, program subscription cannot be inputted because no program schedule can be referred.

Under such circumstances, it is now partially practiced, in case of television broadcasting, for example, to use a new type of television receiver provided with a data decoder, by which program information including program title and other information is broadcast in multiplex on video signal via teletext or the like, and program schedule can be displayed on screen of the television receiver. As an example, in digital satellite broadcasting, which has recently started in Japan, program information and broadcasting program are broadcast.

In the broadcasting of program information as proposed in the past, broadcasting center prepares and transmits a program information (master data) and transmits the program information in broadcasting, and the data of the broadcast program information is received and reproduced (or decoded) and displayed on display unit. Included in the program information related to each program are program identification number, program title, broadcasting channel, explanation of program content, program category, individual key word relating to the program (data items such as performer, director, original author, etc.; generally called "items"), date and time of broadcast starting, date and time of completion of broadcasting, etc.

In the digital satellite broadcasting, the program information is transmitted at the same time as the broadcasting program. By receiving the program information, electronic program guide (also called “EPG”) is prepared, and program information is displayed to the users. Using the electronic program guide, the user can obtain various types of information relating to the program on television screen in the same manner as the checking of program on newspaper or other media. Also, it is possible to subscribe or purchase the program using the electronic program guide. The electronic program guide is practically used in the digital satellite broadcasting, which is currently in the stage of practical application. In case program information is retrieved on the electronic program guide as described above, the data of the program information is received by a receiving terminal unit, stored in memory of the receiving terminal unit for once, and is displayed on display screen after retrieval.

However, in the broadcasting of program information as proposed in the past, data is retrieved only after all of the data to be retrieved is incorporated in memory or retrieval of the data is conducted while incorporating the data. In any case, the retrieval cannot be completed until all of the program information is completely incorporated, and the user must wait for relatively long time until program information is actually displayed after an instruction to display the program information is inputted.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[To solve the above problems, it is a first object of the present invention to provide a program information broadcasting system, a broadcasting device and a receiving terminal unit in the program information broadcasting system, by which it is possible to minimize waiting time in retrieving or in subscribing a program when the user retrieves program by checking program guide.]

[It is a second object of the present invention to provide a program information broadcasting system, a broadcasting device and a receiving terminal unit, by which it is possible to increase degree of freedom to issue coupon in case coupon is given to the user to the program, which can be broadcast by adding mailey.]

[To attain the above objects, in the program information broadcasting system of the present invention, program components of the program to be broadcast are divided into a plurality of items and are turned to data at a broadcasting center, a master data of the program information to recognize the program is prepared, minimal necessary items for preparation of a program guide are extracted from each of the data of the master data, and a program basic information is prepared, the above master data and the program basic information are transmitted at the same time as the broadcasting, and]
the program basic information is received, reproduced and displayed before the master data is completely received at the receiving terminal unit.

[As described in the above arrangement, program basic information is transmitted via broadcasting in addition to the master data of the program information. Because the program basic information has far less amount of data compared with the master data, it is possible to minimize the time to incorporate the program basic information on all of the program information by receiving the terminal unit and to completely store the information in the memory of the receiving terminal unit. For this reason, it is also possible to retrieve and to quickly perform processing to display the information on display screen and to efficiently carry out program information display operation.]

[According to the invention as set forth in Claim 1 of the present application, program components of a program to be broadcasted are divided into a plurality of items and are turned to data at a center, a master data of the program information to recognize the program is prepared, minimal necessary items for preparation of program guide are extracted from each of the data of the master data and a program basic information is prepared, the above master data and the program basic information are transmitted at the same time as the broadcasting, and the program basic information is received, reproduced and displayed before the master data is completely received, whereby it is possible to minimize the time to incorporate the program basic information on all of the program information by the receiving terminal unit and to completely store the information in the memory of the receiving terminal unit.]

[According to the invention as set forth in Claim 2 of the present application, there is provided the program information broadcasting system according to Claim 1, wherein the program basic information is prepared by extracting information with higher utilization frequency and program information with higher utilization frequency is quickly received and displayed.]

[In the invention as set forth in Claim 3 of the present application, there is provided the program information broadcasting system according to Claim 1, wherein the program basic information is prepared by extracting data according to predetermined attributes from the master data of the program information, and the program information suitable for preference and satisfying requirements of the user can be quickly received and displayed.]

[In the invention as set forth in Claim 4 of the present application, there is provided the program information broadcasting system according to Claim 3, wherein the attributes for preparation of the program basic information are related at least to content of program category, individual information, or service provider.]

[In the invention as set forth in Claim 5 of the present application, there is provided the program information broadcasting system according to Claim 4, wherein as many types of program basic information as related to the above attributes are prepared.]

[In the invention as set forth in Claim 6 of the present application, there is provided the program information broadcasting system according to Claim 5, wherein said plurality of program basic information comprise data where the attributes used as basis of preparation of the program basic information are turned to key codes and prepared in a summarized table and data prepared from identification information of the programs extracted based on the attributes and turned to a summarized table, whereby the data prepared by turning the attributes to key codes and prepared in a summarized table are linked to the data prepared from identification information in a summarized table.]

[The invention as set forth in Claim 7 of the present application provides the program information broadcasting system according to one of Claims 1 to 6, wherein the master data and the program basic information are transmitted at different cycles.]

[The invention as set forth in Claim 8 of the present application provides the program information broadcasting system according to Claim 7, wherein the master data and the program basic information are transmitted in such manner that the master data are transmitted at longer cycle than the program basic information.]

[The invention as set forth in Claim 9 of the present application provides the program information broadcasting system according to any one of Claims 1 to 8, wherein, when transmitting the program information, the data used for preparation of the program basic information is deleted from the master data and a program extended information is prepared, and the program basic information and the program extended information are linked together and are transmitted.]

[The invention as set forth in Claim 10 of the present application provides the program information broadcasting system according to Claim 1, wherein program information is transmitted and mail is broadcast at the center, and the mail and the program information are linked together, and the receiving terminal unit can gain access to the link data of the program information from the received mail.]

[The invention as set forth in Claim 11 of the present application provides the program information broadcasting system according to Claim 10, wherein data to call functions which enables the user to participate in voting, reply to questionnaire, etc., are incorporated in the mail to be sent.]

[The invention as set forth in Claim 12 of the present application provides the program information broadcasting system according to Claim 11, wherein, when transmitting the mail, a summarized table of the mail is broadcast, whereby the receiving terminal unit checks whether the items listed in the summarized table of the mail have been already read or not, and only the mails not yet read are displayed.]

[The invention as set forth in Claim 13 of the present application provides the program information broadcasting system according to Claim 11, wherein, when the mail is transmitted, the mail is transmitted with some receiving condition, whereby the receiving terminal unit checks whether the user of the unit satisfies the receiving condition or not, and the mail is displayed only when the receiving conditions are met.]

[The invention as set forth in Claim 14 of the present application provides a broadcasting device, which comprises program information data preparing means for dividing program components of the program to be broadcast into a plurality of items to turn them to data form and for preparing master data of program information to recognize the program, information retrieval means for retrieving and extracting minimal necessary items for preparation of a program guide from the master data, transmitting data generating means for converting the master data and the program basic information to transmittable data, and transmitting means for transmitting the transmission data, whereby the receiving terminal unit can incorporate program basic information for all of the program information because the program basic information has far less amount of data than the master data, and it is possible to minimize the time to complete storage of the information in the memory of the receiving terminal unit.]


The invention as set forth in Claim 15 of the present application provides a broadcasting device according to Claim 14, wherein there are provided mail data preparation means for preparing mail data in addition to the program information data preparing means, and transmission information data base means for integrating the program information data with the mail data and for sending it to the transmission data generating means.

The invention as set forth in Claim 16 of the present application provides the broadcasting device according to Claim 15, wherein the transmission information data base means sends the data integrated from the program information data and the mail data to the information retrieval means.

The invention as set forth in Claim 17 of the present application provides the broadcasting device according to Claim 15 or 16, wherein there is further provided voting and questionnaire preparing means for preparing voting and questionnaire data and for sending the data to the program information data preparing means.

The invention as set forth in Claim 18 of the present application provides the broadcasting device according to Claim 17, wherein the voting and questionnaire preparing means sends the prepared voting and questionnaire data to the mail data preparing means.

The invention as set forth in Claim 19 of the present application comprises broadcasting data receiving means for receiving master data of the broadcast program information, program basic information preparing means for extracting minimal necessary data for preparation of program guide from each of the data of the received master data and for preparing the program basic information, storage means for storing data of the program basic information, reproducing means for reproducing the program basic information, display means for displaying the program information thus broadcast, and control means for controlling each of the above operations whereby the control means is provided with the functions to receive the master data of the program information when an instruction to display the program information is inputted and reads the program basic information from the storage means, prepares a summarized table of program and displays on the display means.

The invention as set forth in Claim 20 of the present application provides the broadcasting device according to Claim 19, wherein the program basic information is prepared by extracting information with higher utilization frequency.

The invention as set forth in Claim 21 of the present application provides the receiving terminal unit according to Claim 19, wherein the program basic information is prepared by extracting data according to the predetermined attributes from the master data of the program information.

The invention as set forth in Claim 22 of the present application provides the receiving terminal unit according to Claim 21, wherein the attributes forming basis for preparation of the program basic information are related to at least one of program category, individual information, or service provider.

The invention as set forth in Claim 23 of the present application provides the broadcasting device according to Claim 22, wherein as many types of the program basic information as related to the attributes are prepared.

The invention as set forth in Claim 24 of the present application provides the receiving terminal unit according to Claim 23, wherein a plurality of the program basic information comprise data prepared by turning the attributes for preparation of the program basic information to key codes and arranged in a summarized table and data prepared from identification information of the programs extracted based on the attributes and prepared in a summarized table, wherein the data prepared by turning the attributes to key codes and arranged in a summarized table are linked to the data prepared from the identification information in a summarized table.

The program information broadcasting method includes preparing program basic information including a title and an ID for each of a plurality of programs, and transmitting the program basic information. In the method, the program basic information further includes an address that links the program basic information to master information. Additionally, the program basic information and the master information are derived only from a same plurality of programs to be broadcast.

In another embodiment, the program information broadcasting method includes preparing program basic information including a title and an ID for each of a plurality of programs, and transmitting the program basic information. In the method, the program basic information further includes an address that links the program basic information to master information. Additionally, the program basic information and the master information are derived only from a same plurality of programs to be broadcast. Furthermore, the program basic information is received before completion of receipt of the master information.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

These and other objects of the present invention will become more readily apparent from the following detailed description taken in conjunction with the attached drawings in which:

FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram to show an arrangement of an embodiment of a broadcasting device to operate a program information broadcasting system of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a schematic drawing to show a master data of program information and a program basic information prepared by the broadcasting device in the above embodiment;

FIG. 3 shows more detail of a data structure of the master data and the program information and the program basic information prepared by the broadcasting device of the above embodiment;

FIG. 4 represents a concrete display example of the master data prepared by the broadcasting device of the above embodiment;

FIG. 5 is a block diagram to show an arrangement of a program information broadcasting system to execute basic operation in the present invention;

FIG. 6 shows a program guide prepared by extracting programs according to a certain attributes in the program information broadcasting system of the present invention and prepared in a summarized table;

FIG. 7 shows data arrangement where program basic information and program extended information are linked to each other in the above embodiment, and these two types of information constitute the master data;

FIG. 8 is a block diagram to show an arrangement of the program information broadcasting system to execute one-direction broadcasting operation of mails by the broadcasting in the above embodiment;

FIG. 9 is a block diagram to show an arrangement of the program information broadcasting system to execute operation to broadcast the mail associated with voting and questionnaire reply by the broadcasting device in the above embodiment;
FIG. 10 is a block diagram to show an arrangement of an embodiment of a receiving terminal unit incorporated in the program information broadcasting system of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

In the following description, will be given on embodiments of the present invention referring to the attached drawings. FIG. 1 represents a schematic block diagram showing an arrangement of an embodiment of a broadcasting device serving as a center system to put the program information broadcasting system of the present invention into operation. In this figure, reference numeral 1 represents a program information data preparing unit for dividing program components of a broadcasting program into a plurality of items to turn to data form and for preparing a master data of the program information for introducing or recognizing the program, reference numeral 2 represents an information retrieval unit for retrieving and extracting minimal necessary items for preparation of a program guide from the master data, 3 represents a transmission data generating unit for converting the master data and the program basic information to transmittable data, 4 represents a communication control unit for controlling to transmit the transmission data correctly, 5 represents a transmitting unit for transmitting the transmission data by broadcasting under the control of the communication control unit 4, 6 represents an audio transmitting unit for transmitting audio signal among the transmission data of the program information sent from the transmitting unit 5, 7 represents a video transmitting unit for transmitting video signal among the transmission data of the program information transmitted from the transmitting unit 5, and these functional units constitute basic arrangement of the broadcasting device in the present embodiment. The communication control unit 4 comprises a data transmitting unit 8 for transmitting transmission data generated at the transmission data generating unit 3 and transmission control unit 9 for controlling operation to transmit data in the data transmitting unit. Here, program guide is defined as various forms of program guide prepared according to the attributes of the programs such as program table where programs offered in each of channels are listed in the order of the time of broadcast and given in column structure, sports-related programs collectively shown in a summarized table, a weekly program list where recommended programs are listed up for each week.

The broadcasting system in the present embodiment further comprises a mail data preparing unit 10 provided separately from the program information data preparing unit 1 and used for preparing mail data, and transmission information data base unit 11 for integrating the program information data and the mail data and for sending it to the transmission data generating unit 3. The transmission information data base unit 11 integrates the program information data and the mail data and performs schedule management and either sends the program information data and the mail data to the information retrieval unit 2 or sends them directly to the transmission data generating unit 3 without sending them to the information retrieval unit 2.

Further, the broadcasting device in the present embodiment comprises a voting and questionnaire preparing unit 12 for preparing voting and questionnaire data. The voting and questionnaire data preparing unit 12 sends the prepared voting and questionnaire data to the program information data preparing unit 1 or the mail data preparing unit 10.

In addition to the functional units for broadcasting the program information, the broadcasting device in the present embodiment comprises a voting data receiving unit 13 for receiving vote prepared at the voting and questionnaire data preparing unit 12 or data of replies to the questionnaire and a voting data processing unit 14 for processing the received voting data. The broadcasting system is installed at the center such as a broadcasting station.

Description will be given on operation to prepare program information and program basic information and transmission operation in the broadcasting device with the above arrangement. FIG. 2 schematically shows a master data 21 and a program basic information 22 of program information prepared by the broadcasting system of the present embodiment, and FIG. 3 shows the details of the master data 21 and the program basic information 22 in data structure. On this broadcasting system, the program information data preparing unit 1 divides program components of the broadcasting program into a plurality of items and turns them to data form, and prepares the master data 21 (21a, 21b, . . . ) of a plurality of program information to introduce or recognize the program. In the master data 21, the information to introduce the broadcasting program is incorporated as much as possible. As the information to introduce the broadcasting program, there are, as shown in FIG. 3, various items such as program title, category, performers, date and time of starting of broadcasting, date and time of completion of broadcasting, broadcasting channel, detailed description of program (such as information as to whether users can participate or not, whether it is linked to mail, etc.). FIG. 4 represents an example of display of the master data 21. This shows an example where program information of a certain program is displayed on a display 23, and information such as program title, category of program, performers, date and time of starting of broadcasting, broadcasting channel, summary of the details of the program offered as detailed description of the program, information as to whether coupon is provided or linked with mail or not, also, switches 24 and 25 to start these items are displayed. Further, the information such as personal record of directors, performers or introduction of the related programs can be additionally incorporated. The additional information as described above can be displayed by switching over the screen of the display 23.

The master data 21 thus prepared is sent to the transmission information data base unit 11 from the program information data preparing unit 1, is placed under integrated schedule management and is further sent to the information retrieval unit 2. The master data 21 is sent from the program information data preparing unit 1 to directly to the transmission data generating unit 3.

The information retrieval unit 2 retrieves and extracts minimal necessary items for preparation of the program guide from the master data and prepares a plurality of program basic information 22 (22a, 22b, . . . ). The minimal necessary items for preparation of the program guide include the items such as program title, program category, performers, date and time of start of broadcasting, broadcasting channel, etc. In view of the spirit and the scope of the present invention, the retrieval of minimal necessary items for preparation of the above program guide is to partially extract the items necessary for preparation of the program guide from many items, and there is no problem even when the number of the extracted items is increased or decreased to some extent. As shown in FIG. 2, the data of the minimal necessary items such as title, item 1, item 2, . . . are incorporated in the program basic information 22, and 1D and address are put to each of the program basic information 22a, 22b, . . . . As the ID, for example, program identification number of each program can be assigned, while other symbol may be used. For the address, information to
link each of the program basic information 22a, 22b, . . . with the corresponding master data 21a, 21b, . . . . After preparing each of the program basic information 22, the information retrieval unit 2 sends the program basic information 22 to the transmission data generating unit 3. The information retrieval unit 2 may send the prepared program basic information 22 to the transmission data generating unit 3 simply in the order of preparation or may collect the program basic information related to a plurality of programs with a certain relevancy together and may send them to the transmission data generating unit 3. FIG. 2 represents an example of sending of the program basic information 22 to the transmission data generating unit 3 in the latter procedure. For example, all of the program basic information 22 relating to programs in the same category (programs selectively collected according to attributes of the programs such as sports, foreign motion pictures, etc.) are sent together.

In such a case, as shown in FIG. 3, each type of attributes is turned to key code for retrieval and extraction (or collection) of the programs to the program basic information. Retrieval key word summarized data 27 where keys (collection keys) 26 used as retrieval key words are listed up and collection key retrieval result summarized data 28 where the program basic information 22 extracted and prepared in the retrieval processing based on each of the collection keys 26 is listed up and additionally prepared. In FIG. 3, collection key 1, collection key 2, . . . , collection key M are listed up in abstract manner as collection keys 26. More concretely, for example, the collection key 1 in the retrieval key word summarized data 27 is a retrieval key word for retrieving and picking up programs relating to "foreign motion pictures" among many programs. Based the retrieval result summarized data 28 of the collection key 1, program identification number 1, program identification number 3, program identification number 7, . . . , program identification number 30 correspond to the programs, for which the program basic information 22 has been prepared according to the retrieval key word.

Similarly, for example, the collection key M in the retrieval key word summarized data 27 is a retrieval key word for retrieving and picking up programs belonging to the category of “sports” among many programs, and this means that program identification number 2, program identification number 3, program identification number 9, . . . , program identification number X correspond to the program, for which the program basic information has been prepared according to the retrieval key word. Incidentally, depending upon the mode of selling of the collection key 26, there may be programs which can be retrieved for any category in the retrieval processing according to a plurality of the collection keys 26 (e.g., the program identification number 3 in FIG. 3). Although not shown in FIG. 3, each of the program identification numbers 26 in the collection key retrieval result summarized data 28 matches ID of the program basic information 22 as already explained, and corresponds to the program basic information 22 of each program. As it is shown by an arrow 29 in FIG. 3, the master data 21 (e.g., identification number 1) is linked to the corresponding program basic information 22 (identification number 1).

To the transmission data generating unit 3, the master data 21 is sent from the transmission information data base unit 11 as described above, and the program basic information 26 is sent from the information retrieval unit 2. The transmission data generating unit 3 converts the master data 21 and the program basic information 22 to transmittable data. This conversion processing is executed, for example, by SI/EPG compiler. As a result, the generated transmission data is sent to the data transmitting unit 8 of the communication control unit 4. The data transmitting unit 8 sends transmission data of the master data 21 and the transmission data of the program basic information 22 under the control of the transmission control unit. In the present embodiment, the master data 21 and the program basic information 22 are transmitted at different cycles so that the master data 21 has longer cycle than the program basic information 22. The transmitting operation of the data at different cycles is executed by a control signal outputted from the transmission control unit 9. The transmission cycle is determined, for example, as 5-second cycle for the master data 21 and 1-second cycle for the program basic information 22.

The transmission data transmitted from the data transmitting unit 8 is sent to the transmission unit 5, from where it is transmitted as a broadcasting wave signal. In this case, among the transmission data of the program information sent from the transmission unit 5, an audio signal is transmitted from an audio transmitting unit 6, and a video signal is transmitted from a video signal transmitting unit 7. FIG. 5 shows an arrangement of a program information broadcasting system, which executes basic operation in the above embodiment. In FIG. 5, the broadcasting device is also provided with a normal broadcasting system 30 for normal broadcasting.

The program information thus broadcast is received by a receiving terminal unit 31 on the user side. The receiving terminal unit 31 receives the program basic information 22 broadcast at shorter cycle, and program guide can be prepared within very short time (almost instantaneously) and the program information is displayed to the user. Using this program guide, the user checks the program on newspaper and other media and also can obtain various types of information of the program on television screen. Also, it is possible to perform operation such as subscription, purchase, etc. of programs using the program guide. A display example is shown in FIG. 6. In this figure, the collection key 26 as explained above is set to “the recommended programs of the week”, and the programs belonging to this category are picked up. As a result, the screen of a display 23 where the programs are listed up is shown.

In reality, to transmit the program information (master data 21) on all programs by broadcasting, it normally requires 4 to 5 seconds. Therefore, in normal case, if it is tried to prepare the program guide after the receiving terminal unit receives the above program information, it requires considerable time from the time of instruction to display the program information by the user to the display of the program guide. On the other hand, as already explained, the program basic information 22 comprises far less amount of data than the master data 21, and it requires only short time even when the program basic information 22 relating to all programs is transmitted via broadcasting. Accordingly, the time as short as several seconds is required from the issuance of the instruction to display program information by the user to the preparation of the program guide after all of the program information is received by the receiving terminal unit. Thus, it is possible according to the present embodiment to see the program information within very short waiting time because the program basic information 22 is broadcast at short transmission cycle and because the program basic information 22 has very few data amount. On the other hand, the master data 21 is transmitted at longer cycle and it requires longer time than usual to receive and display the data such as detailed description of the program. However, the waiting time is not a big issue because the user does not necessarily want to see the detailed description of all programs and because the user already knows the outline of the program in the reproduced display of the initial program basic information 21.
As it is evident from the above description, data of the minimal necessary items for preparation of the program table are broadcast separately from the master data \(21\) as the program basic information \(22\), and it is possible to delete the data used for the preparation of the program basic information \(22\) from the master data \(21\), to prepare program extended information \(32\) (\(32a\), \(32b\), ), and to broadcast the program extended information \(32\) instead of the master data \(21\). In this case, the program basic information \(22\) is linked to the program extended information \(32\). FIG. 7 shows an arrangement where the program basic information \(22\) is linked to the program extended information \(32\) and these two types of information constitute the master data \(21\). In this case, again, as explained above, the program extended information \(32\) and the program basic information \(22\) are transmitted at different cycles so that the transmission cycle of the program extended information \(32\) has longer cycle than the program basic information \(22\). The operation to transmit the data at different cycles can be executed according to a control signal from the transmission control unit \(9\). Further, in the broadcasting system at the center, mail can be prepared and broadcast in addition to the preparation and transmission of the program information. The mail and the program information are linked to each other, and it is designed in such a manner that the receiving terminal unit can gain access to the link data of the program information from the received mail. The mail is prepared by the mail data preparing unit \(10\). In the preparation of the mail, if voting of the users is requested or expected in the content of the mail, voting and questionnaire data is necessary. The mail data preparing unit \(10\) incorporates the voting and questionnaire data into the mail data and sends it to the transmission information data base unit \(11\). Also, the voting and questionnaire data prepared at the voting and questionnaire data preparing unit \(10\) may be sent to the program information data preparing unit \(1\) and may be incorporated in the program information. In this case, again, the program information data preparing unit \(1\) incorporates the voting and questionnaire data into the program information data and sends it to the transmission information data base unit \(11\).

The subsequent transmission operation is almost the same as the transmission operation of the program information as described above. The transmission data is generated at the transmission data generating unit \(3\), and it is sent to the transmission unit \(5\) from the data sending unit \(8\) and is broadcast as broadcasting wave signal. FIG. 8 represents a block diagram of an arrangement of the program information broadcasting system to execute broadcasting operation in one direction of the mail by the broadcasting system in the present embodiment. The broadcast mail is received by the receiving terminal unit \(31\) on the user side and is displayed on the display \(23\). FIG. 9 is a block diagram of an arrangement of the program information broadcasting system to execute broadcasting operation to broadcast the mail associated with voting and questionnaire reply by the broadcasting system in the present embodiment. The broadcast mail is received by the receiving terminal unit \(21\) on the user side and is displayed on the display \(23\). The vote or reply to the questionnaire from the users are received by the voting data receiving unit \(13\) of the broadcasting system, and after being processed at the voting data processing unit \(14\), the data are stored at the voting and questionnaire server \(34\). The broadcasting system broadcasts a summarized table of the mails at the transmission of the mails and checks whether the items listed in the summarized table of the mails are already read or not at the receiving terminal unit \(31\), and displays only the mails not yet read. Further, at the transmission of the mail, the mail may be transmitted together with some receiving condition. The receiving terminal unit \(31\) checks whether the user of the terminal unit satisfies the receiving condition or not and receives and displays the mail only when the user satisfies the receiving condition.

FIG. 10 is a block diagram to show an arrangement of an embodiment of a receiving terminal unit \(31\) incorporated in the program information broadcasting system of the present invention. As this receiving terminal unit \(31\), a multi-media storage display unit is used, for example. It has principally a function as a receiving terminal in the above program information broadcasting system and, when necessary, may be used as a transmitting terminal to transmit a viewer attribute information, a viewing result information or a reply coupon information \(15\) to the center. In FIG. 10, reference numeral \(41\) represents an antenna for receiving broadcasting, \(42\) represents a tuner for detecting a signal with tuning with the receiving electric wave, \(43\) represents a descrambler for decoding an encrypted receiving signal, \(44\) represents a transport for selecting and picking up necessary information from the received data, \(45\) represents an MPEG video decoder for decoding video from the information picked up by the transport \(44\) and for generating compressed video data, \(46\) represents an MPEG audio decoder for decoding audio data from the information picked up by the transport \(44\) and for generating compressed audio data. And a reference numeral \(23\) represents a display unit for displaying or outputting video signals and audio signals respectively obtained by the MPEG video decoder \(45\) and the MPEG audio decoder \(46\). Reference numeral \(50\) represents a transport for selecting and picking up the data from the information of data broadcasting and for transferring it to the storage unit \(51\), represents a disk unit for storing and accumulating the received broadcasting data, \(52\) represents a secondary storage unit serving as an external storage medium to be set separately from the disk unit \(51\) for storing and accumulating the received broadcasting data, \(53\) represents an internal HDD interface for performing operation matched with the other functional units in order to store the data in the disk unit \(51\), \(54\) represents an external secondary storage unit interface for operation matching with the other functional units in order to store the data in the secondary storage unit \(52\), and \(55\) represents a data processing control unit having programs for executing data processing and various types of data such as viewer program of characters, and it comprises an MPU and a main storage unit. Reference numeral \(56\) represents a public telephone line, \(57\) represents a model for modulating and demodulating transmitting and receiving data connected between the public telephone line \(56\) and the data processing control unit \(55\), \(58\) represents a remote controller for remote control of operation command to the receiving terminal unit \(31\), \(59\) is a man-machine interface for transmitting and receiving to and from the remote controller \(58\) and for sending the signal to the data processing control unit \(55\), and \(60\) represents an IC card connected with the data processing control unit \(55\) and for executing various types of operation. In the data processing control unit \(55\), a crypt decoding means, i.e. a program for decoding coupon information encrypted in the internal main memory, is stored. This decoding program may be stored in the IC card \(60\).

The receiving terminal unit \(31\) with the above arrangement performs operation such as receiving of program information prepared and broadcast by the above broadcasting device or receiving of mail voting by the mail or sending reply to the questionnaire. In the basic operation of the receiving terminal unit \(31\), the receiving terminal unit \(31\) receives program infor-
In the receiving terminal unit for receiving digital satellite broadcasting, the prepared program basic information 22 is stored in the internal memory of the data processing control unit 55. By utilizing the internal memory of the data processing control unit 55 as cache memory, when the instruction to display the program information is inputted by the user, the program basic information 22 can be read from the internal memory, and the program guide such as electronic program guide can be instantaneously prepared, and by transferring this to the display, program information can be displayed to the user. As a result, the user can quickly perform operation such as subscription, purchase, etc. of the program using the program guide.

What is claimed is:

1. A program information broadcasting system, comprising:
   means for assembling a master data compilation of program information for recognizing a broadcast program, wherein program elements of said broadcasting program are divided into a plurality of items and are converted to data at a broadcasting center;
   means for assembling basic information with a minimum of necessary items sufficient for preparation of a program guide, wherein said basic information is extracted from said data constituting said master data compilation, said program basic information including extracted items of all of programs included in said master data.
compilation so that the amount of data in said basic program information is considerably smaller than that of
said master data;
means for transmitting said master data and said program
basic information simultaneously with broadcasting
programs; and
means for receiving, reproducing and/or displaying said
program basic information before completion of receipt
of said master data at a receiving terminal unit.
[2. A program information broadcasting system according
to claim 1, wherein, at said broadcasting center, said means
for preparing said program basic information is arranged to
prepare said program basic information by extracting infor-
mation with high utilization frequency from said master
data.]
[3. A program information broadcasting system according
to claim 1, wherein said means for preparing said program
basic information is arranged to prepare said program basic
information by extracting data based on predetermined
attributes from the master data of the program information.
[4. A program information broadcasting system according
to claim 3, wherein the attributes serving as basis for prepa-
ration of the program basic information are related to at least
one of program category, individual information or service
provider.
[5. A program information broadcasting system according
to claim 4, wherein said means for preparing said program
basic information is arranged to prepare a plurality of types of
program basic information, and wherein said plurality of
types of information are as many as are related to said
attributes.
[6. A program information broadcasting system according
to claim 5, wherein said plurality of program basic informa-
tion comprise data, which are prepared by turning the
attributes serving as basis for preparation of said program
basic information to key code and are arranged in a summa-
rized table, and data, which are prepared by arranging iden-
tification information of the program extracted using said
attributes as basis in a summarized table, whereby said data
prepared by turning said attributes to key code and arranged in
a summarized table are linked to said data prepared by arrang-
ing identification information in a summarized table.
[7. A program information broadcasting system according
to claim 1, wherein said means for transmitting said master
data and said program basic information is arranged to trans-
mit said master data and said program basic information at
cycles that are different from each other.
[8. A program information broadcasting system according
to claim 7, wherein said means for transmitting said master
data and said program basic information is arranged to trans-
mit said master data at a longer cycle than said program basic
information.
[9. A program information broadcasting system according
to claim 1, further comprising:
means for preparing program extended information by
deleting the data used for preparation of the program
basic information from the master data; and
means for linking the program basic information with the
program extended information;
wherein said means for transmitting is arranged to transmit
said program basic information and said program
extended information simultaneously with the transmit-
ting of programs.
[10. A program information broadcasting system accord-
ing to claim 1, further comprising means for preparing mail,
and the means for preparing said mail is arranged to broadcast
mail from the broadcasting center in addition to transmission
of the program information, and said mail is linked to said
program information so that the receiving terminal unit can
gain access to the linked data of the program information
from the received mail.]
[11. A program information broadcasting system accord-
ing to claim 10, further comprising means for preparing vot-
ing and questionnaire data related to a call function to enable
viewers to participate in voting or questionnaire and the vot-
ing and questionnaire data are incorporated in the mail to be
transmitted.
[12. A program information broadcasting system accord-
ing to claim 11, wherein the means for transmitting is
arranged to broadcast a summarized table of mails, and fur-
ther comprising means at the terminal unit for checking
whether the items listed in the summarized table of mails have
been already read or not, and means for displaying only the
mails not yet read.
[13. A program information broadcasting system accord-
ing to claim 11, wherein the means for transmitting is
arranged to transmit an e-mail together with some receiving
condition, and means are provided at the terminal unit for
checking whether the user of the terminal unit satisfies said
receiving condition or not, and the e-mail is displayed only
when the user satisfies the receiving condition.
[14. A broadcasting device, comprising:
program information data preparing means for dividing
program elements, constituting a broadcasting program,
into a plurality of items and turning them into data and
for preparing a master data list of program information
that is adapted to recognize the program;
information retrieval means for retrieving minimal neces-
sary items for preparation of a program guide from the
master data list;
program basic information preparing means for preparing
program basic information using said minimal neces-
sary items obtained by said information retrieval means;
said program basic information including extracted
items of all programs included in said master data so that
the amount of data in said program basic information is
substantially smaller than the amount of data in said
master data;
transmission data generating means for converting said
master data and said program basic information to trans-
mittable data; and
transmitting means for transmitting said transmittable
data.
[15. A broadcasting device according to claim 14, wherein
there are further provided mail data preparing means sep-
ately arranged from said program information data preparing
means and used for preparing mail data, and transmission
information data base means for integrating the program
information data with the mail data and sending to the trans-
mission data generating means.
[16. A broadcasting device according to claim 15, wherein
said transmission information data base means is arranged to
send the integrated data of the program information data and
the mail data to the information retrieval means.
[17. A broadcasting device according to claim 15, further
comprising:
voting and questionnaire data preparing means for prepar-
ing voting and questionnaire data and for sending the
voting and questionnaire data to the program informa-
tion data preparing means;
receiving means for receiving voting data
including replies from subscribers to questionnaire(s); and
voting data processing means for processing the received voting data.]  
[18. A broadcasting device according to claim 17, wherein said voting and questionnaire data processing means is arranged to send the prepared voting and questionnaire data to the mail data preparing means.]  
[19. A receiving terminal unit, comprising:  
receiving means for receiving a master data list of a broadcast program information;  
program basic information preparing means for extracting a minimal number of items necessary for preparation of a program guide from the received master data, and for preparing a program basic information, said program basic information including extracted items of all programs included in said master data so that the amount of data in said program basic information is substantially smaller than that of said master data;  
storage means for storing data of said program basic information;  
data reproducing means for reproducing data of the received program information and the program basic information; and  
control means for controlling various types of operations, whereby:  
when an instruction to display program information is inputted, said control means receives the master data of said program information, and prepares a summarized table of the programs by reading program basic information from said storage means.]  
[20. A receiving terminal unit according to claim 19, wherein said program basic information is prepared by extracting information with a higher utilization frequency from said master data.]  
[21. A receiving terminal unit according to claim 19, wherein said program basic information is prepared by extracting data based on predetermined attributes from the master data of the program information.]  
[22. A receiving terminal unit according to claim 21, wherein said attributes serving as basis for preparation of the program basic information are related to at least one of program category, individual information or service provider.]  
[23. A receiving terminal unit according to claim 22, wherein said plurality of types of program basic information are prepared as many as related to said attributes.]  
[24. A receiving terminal unit according to claim 23, wherein said plurality of program basic information comprise data, which are prepared by turning the attributes serving as basis for preparation of said program basic information to key code and are arranged in a summarized table and data prepared by arranging identification information of the program extracted using said attributes as basis in a summarized table, and said data prepared by turning said attributes to key code and arranged in a summarized table are linked to the data prepared by arranging identification information in a summarized table.]  
[25. A program information broadcasting method, comprising the steps of:  
preparing a master data of program information for recognizing a broadcast program wherein program elements of said broadcasting program are divided into a plurality of items and wherein said items are converted to data at a broadcasting center;  
preparing a program basic information list, consisting of minimal number of items that are necessary for the preparation of a program guide, that are extracted from said master data, said program basic information including extracted items from all programs included in said master data so that the amount of data in said program basic information is substantially smaller than the amount of data in said master data;  
transmitting said master data and said program basic information simultaneously with broadcasting a program; and  
receiving, reproducing and/or displaying said program basic information before completion of receipt of said master data at a receiving terminal unit.]  
[26. A program information broadcasting method according to claim 25, wherein said program basic information is prepared by extracting information from said master data that has a higher utilization frequency.]  
[27. A program information broadcasting method according to claim 25, wherein said program basic information is prepared by extracting data, based on predetermined attributes, from the master data of the program information.]  
[28. A program information broadcasting method according to claim 27, wherein the attributes serving as basis for preparation of the program basic information are related to at least one member of the group consisting of a program category, individual information about an individual subscriber or information about a service provider.]  
[29. A program information broadcasting method according to claim 28, further comprising preparing a plurality of types of program basic information, wherein there are as many types of program basic information as there are attributes.]  
[30. A program information broadcasting method according to claim 29, wherein said plurality of program basic information comprise data, which are prepared by converting the attributes serving as basis for preparation of said program basic information to key code(s) and arranging them in summarized table form, and preparing data, by arranging identification information of the program(s) extracted using said attributes, as basis in said summarized table, whereby said data prepared by converting said attributes to key code that are arranged in a summarized table are linked to said data prepared by arranging identification information in a summarized table.]  
[31. A program information broadcasting method according to claim 25, wherein said master data and said program basic information are transmitted at cycles different from each other.]  
[32. A program information broadcasting method according to claim 31, wherein said master data are transmitted at a longer cycle than said program basic information.]  
[33. A program information broadcasting method according to claim 25, further comprising preparing program extended information by deleting the data used for preparation of the program basic information from the master data, linking the program basic information and the program extended information and transmitting the linked data.]  
[34. A program information broadcasting method according to claim 25, further comprising linking an e-mail to said program information so that the receiving terminal unit can gain access to the linked data of the program information from the received e-mail, and transmitting said e-mail from said broadcast center in addition to transmitting program information.]  
[35. A program information broadcasting method according to claim 34, further comprising incorporating, in the transmitted e-mail, a data to call function to enable viewers to participate in voting on questionnaire(s).]  
[36. A program information broadcasting method according to claim 35, further comprising broadcasting a summarized table of the e-mails together with said e-mail(s), check-
A program information broadcasting system according to claim 38, further comprising a summarized table of the mails, means for broadcasting said table, means for checking, at the receiving terminal unit, whether the items listed in the summarized table of the mails have been already read or not, and means for displaying only the mails not yet read.

A program information broadcasting system according to claim 35, further comprising transmitting at least one e-mail together with at least one receiving condition, checking, at the receiving terminal unit, whether the user of the terminal unit satisfies said receiving condition or not, and displaying an e-mail only when the user satisfies the receiving condition.

Means for preparing a master data of program information for recognizing a broadcast program, wherein program elements of said broadcast program are divided into a plurality of items and means for converting said items to data at a broadcasting center;

Means for preparing a program basic information with a minimal number of items necessary for preparation of a program guide, including means for extracting said items from said data constituting said master data;

Means for transmitting said master data and said program basic information simultaneously with the broadcast program;

Means for receiving, reproducing and/or displaying said program basic information before completion of receipt of said master data at a receiving terminal unit;

Further comprising:

Means to broadcast mail from said broadcast center in addition to transmission of the program information;

Means for linking said mail to said program information so that the receiving terminal unit can gain access to the linked data of the program information from the received mail, and

A data to call function that enables viewer(s) to participate in voting and/or questionnaire data incorporated in the mail.

A program information broadcasting method, comprising:

Preparing program basic information including a title and an ID for each of a plurality of programs; and

Transmitting said program basic information;

Wherein said program basic information further comprises an address that links said program basic information to master information;

Wherein said program basic information and said master information are derived only from a same plurality of programs to be broadcast.

A program information broadcasting method, comprising:

Preparing program basic information including a title and an ID for each of a plurality of programs; and

Transmitting said program basic information;

Wherein said program basic information further comprises an address that links said program basic information to master information;

Wherein said program basic information and said master information are derived only from a same plurality of programs to be broadcast; and

Wherein said program basic information is received before completion of receipt of said master information.